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Petit Legumes Farcis aux coulis de poivrons rouge grillés (GF & LF) 

Serves 6 

Ingredients: 

6 large whole tomatoes or 

3 round courgettes cut in half 

180 grams of wild rice  

480 ml vegetable or chicken stock 

2 large shallots- finely chopped 

3 cloves of garlic – finely chopped 

Butter or olive oil to fry 

Chopped parsley 

Sundried tomatoes- chopped 

Bay leaf, thyme or other herbs optional  
 

Roasted red pepper coulis 

2 large ripe red peppers 

1 tbs of red wine vinegar 

2 tbs olive oil for cooking  

60 mls flavourless oil for the pepper coulis 

 

 
Petit Legumes Farcis are small vegetables stuffed 
with a filling, often minced meat and rice.  Our 
tomato farcis uses Marseillette rice which is grown 
at the next Canal port from us and is a mixture of 
wild red and white rice and so quite nutty and 
chewy.  It takes about 25 minutes to cook, as 
opposed to using normal white rice, which may 
take around 10-12 minutes. 

Method: 

Pre-heat the oven to 180C 

Gently fry the onions and garlic in the oil with some salt, cook on a very low heat with the lid on until the 
onions and garlic have softened but not coloured. 

Slice the top off the tomato and retain like a little cap – keeping the green stalk if you have it. 

Using a serrated knife, carefully cut out the core and pips, keeping the tomato intact to form a container.   
Turn upside down in a sieve over a bowl or jug to capture any juice.  Season the tomato well on the inside  

Press the tomato flesh through the sieve so that you have liquid tomato juice.  Add enough stock so that you 
have roughly double the amount of liquid to rice. (This will depend on your rice)  

So, if using one cup of rice, use two cups of liquid.  Keep a little extra stock in case the rice dries out and you 
need it to top up. 

Toss the rice in the butter and onion or shallot mixture until well coated as you would for a risotto.  Season 
with plenty of salt and pepper.   

Then add the stock, tomato juice, chopped sundried tomatoes (optional), and cook until the rice is tender 
and all the liquid is reduced.   
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(This will depend on your rice so you may need to pour off some liquid if the rice is already cooked, or add a 
little more if rice isn’t cooked.)  Add chopped parsley or other herbs to taste. 

Fill the tomatoes with the rice mixture, spray or rub the outside with a little oil and pop the caps back on.  
Bake at 180C for around 10-15 minutes for large tomatoes until the filling is warm inside.   Turn down the 
heat if they start to split.    

Variations: 

You can use a variety of small vegetables in the same way including onions, peppers and round or long 
courgettes.   Onions should be blanched first and courgettes can be hollowed out and the filling, finely 
chopped and incorporated into the rice.   

Roasted red pepper coulis 

Rub peppers with a little oil and bake whole until skins blacken and blister - around 15-20 mins at 200C. 

Put aside in a bowl and cover with plastic wrap to cool.  When cool, gently pull out the stalk and core and 
remove any pips.   Strain any remaining liquid over the peppers.   

Blend the remaining pepper with 1tbs of red wine vinegar and salt to taste.  (Add a little sugar if vinegar is 
too strong)    

Slowly add the oil in a stream while blending until you get an emulsion and the puree is thick enough not to 
run off the plate. (like a mayonnaise) 

Serve the coulis at room temperature or chilled from the fridge.  Do not attempt to reheat it as the sauce 
will split.   It can be frozen and then whisked to bring it “back together”. 

It is a great sauce to serve with any Mediterranean dishes, white fish, chicken breast or on top of a quiche or 
savoury tart. 

Puffed rice 

Gently heat vegetable oil until the temperature reaches about 180C.  (A 
sugar thermometer is useful here).   

Drop a single grain of rice in to test – it should puff up immediately if the 
oil is hot enough.  

Add a tablespoon of rice at a time, allow it to puff…. usually about 5 
seconds.   

Drain into a sieve over a separate pan so that you can use the oil again).  
Repeat with more rice as needed.    

Note: wild rice will take slightly longer to puff – so if you are using a mixed rice watch that the white rice 
doesn’t burn.   Drain and cool on kitchen paper and keep in an airtight jar, it will stay crisp for a week or two. 
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